2 017 B R IC C O DE I M E R L I
B A R B E R A D ’A L B A D O C
THE STORY
Merli is the name of the hill where this vineyard is located; Bricco (meaning
“hill”) indicates that this vineyard is located at the very top of the hill.
2 017 V I N TA G E N O T E S
After several heavy snow falls in the winter time, the beginning of the spring was
quite hot with some rain that helped the growing cycle to start earlier than usual.
Towards the end of April, the sharp drop in temperatures recorded — especially
overnight — caused some frost damage, but only at the bottom of the valleys and
on cooler slopes, in fact any of our vineyards were effected. Starting from May, the
weather was hot and dry, enhancing a perfectly even fruit set followed by a quick
veraison. This dry conditions, even if considered extraordinary, did not effected
negatively the growing cycle due the reserve of water from the winter snow. By
the end of August and September, the cool nights really helped to develop perfect
phenolic ripening. Harvest was about 7 to 10 days earlier than usual.
VINE YARDS
Varietal Composition:

100% Barbera

Sources:

100% estate vineyards located on the top of the hill; 		
Novello village; Ravera area

Area:

3.5 hectares (8.65 acres)

Exposure:

South-southeast

Altitude:

300 meters (984 feet) above sea level

Soil Composition:

Limestone/clay

Vine Age:

Average vine age 22 years old

Vine Density:

4,500 vines/hectare (1,821 vines/acre)

Cultivation:

Vertical trellising, Guyot pruning,
100% organic (not yet certified)

V INIFIC ATI ON
Fermentation:

100% in stainless-steel fermentors with 9-12 days skin contact,
temperature controlled, with automatic pump overs;
100% with indigenous yeast

Malolactic Fermentation:

100% in steel fermentors

Aging:

1 year barrel-aging in used, 25-hl (660-gallon) Slavonian oak;
bottle-aged for 6 months. Bottled without filtration

Alcohol:

15.0%

TA S TING NOTE S
Bright ruby red in color with clear crimson highlights. Deep, full aromas, elegant,
well-balanced and enduring, reminiscent of rose, undergrowth and oriental
spices. Very powerful bouquet, sweetened by an overall softness. Fine structure
accompanied by lively acidic freshness. Flavors conjure up Morello cherry and
plum jam with a long finish of withered grape. Serve with tasty dishes such as
pasta, red meat, and medium-mature soft, fatty cheeses.
Serving temperature: 18° C.
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